THEOREM 1. Let S c R d , d ^ 2
, δe compact and starshaped. Then
Theorem 1 certainly yields information about the structure of a starshaped set but at the same time raises several questions. First, has Theorem 1 a converse? Specifically, given that ΓixeEw S(x) Φ 0, under what hypothesis will S be starshaped? Secondly, can the hypothesis of starshaped be replaced with a seemingly more general hypothesis? We answer the latter question in Theorem 2. DEFINITION 
Let ScR d
and let S~~ be the complement of S. We say S has the half-ray property if and only if for every xeSt here exists a half line I with x as vertex such that IΓΊ S = 0. (1) S has the half-ray property.
(2) KerS = n..*«)S(!ί).
Since for any starshaped set S, S has the half-ray property and Γ\ X BE{S)S(X) Φ 0, the implication (1) => (2) (1) S is starshaped.
(2) Ci xeEiS) S(x) Φ 0 and S has the half-ray property.
2 Proof of Theorem 2. In the proof the symbol || |j denotes the Euclidean norm and the symbol [αδ TO ) denotes the half line determined by the points a and b with a as vertex.
(2) =» (1). This follows immediately since any starshaped set has the half-ray property.
(1)=>(2). Let y^ΓϊχeE{S)S(x) and we show yeKevS. 
Thus, xeE(S).
Then [a^]cS and this contradicts the definition of I*. Thus, yeKerS and we are done.
In conclusion, we remark that a triangle in E 2 is an example of a nonstarshaped set for which Π^^ts) S(x) Φ 0 and which does not have the half-ray property. The latter shows that in the implication (1) => (2) of Theorem 2 the hypothesis of S having the half-ray property cannot be deleted.
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